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and non-Gaussian state generation in nonlinear quantum stochastic systems.
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1. Introduction
At the core of emerging quantum computation and quantum information technologies is the employment of hidden
resources of physical systems at the atomic scales governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. In contrast to the
classical Newtonian mechanics, such systems are described by operator-valued quantities acting on an underlying
Hilbert space which evolve according to unitary similarity transformations when the system is isolated from the
environment. This unitary evolution is specified by the Hamiltonian which represents self-energy of the system.
When the system is coupled to the surroundings in the form of interaction with a macroscopic measuring appa-
ratus, the internal state of the system is disturbed in a random fashion, depending on what is measured, which
makes noncommuting operators inaccessible to simultaneous measurement [18,34,51]. This specific stochastic
nature of quantum systems is described in terms of quantum probability which replaces the scalar-valued classical
probability measures with density operators (quantum states) acting on the same Hilbert space as the dynamic
variables.
An important part of quantum computation protocols [39] is the initialization of quantum systems in certain
classes of states. Similarly to the classical terminal state control problem [49], the quantum state preparation is a
quantum control problem which can be solved by varying the parameters of the Hamiltonian either in an open-
loop fashion or by using feedback [5]. Another approach [70,71] to the state preparation consists in letting the
quantum plant of interest interact with external bosonic fields (such as nonclassical electromagnetic radiation) in
a specifically arranged fashion, resulting in a dissipative system with a required invariant state. The interaction of
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an open quantum system with such fields is modelled by using the Hudson-Parthasarathy quantum stochastic cal-
culus [22,43]. This approach represents the open quantum dynamics in the form of quantum stochastic differential
equations (QSDEs) driven by noncommutative counterparts of the classical Wiener process [27], with the quantum
Wiener processes acting on the symmetric Fock spaces [45]. In addition to the Hamiltonian, the energetics of the
system-field interaction is specified by the coupling operators. In combination with scattering matrices (which take
into account photon exchange between the fields in multichannel setups), this approach is used by the theory of
quantum feedback networks [13,24] in order to model interconnections of open quantum systems which interact
with each other and the environment.
The quantum state generation problem is important both for finite-level systems (such as qubit registers) and
continuous variables systems which find application in different (for example, quantum-optical) platforms of
quantum computing [39]. An important class of such systems is provided by open quantum harmonic oscilla-
tors (OQHOs) whose dynamic variables satisfy canonical commutation relations (CCRs) similar to those of the
quantum mechanical positions and momenta [34,51], and are governed by linear QSDEs. The Hamiltonian and
coupling operators of the OQHO are quadratic and linear functions of the system variables. The dynamics of
such systems, when they are driven by bosonic fields in the vacuum state, are quite similar (at least at the level
of the mean values and covariances) to those of classical Gaussian Markov diffusion processes (for example, the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [27]). In particular, if the OQHO is initialized in a Gaussian quantum state [44], then
its Gaussian nature is preserved in time. Furthermore, if the dynamics matrix of the linear QSDE is Hurwitz, the
state of the system converges weakly [3,4] to a unique invariant Gaussian state regardless of whether the initial
state is Gaussian. This property of OQHOs enables them to be used for generating a Gaussian state by allowing
the system to evolve over a sufficiently long period of time. The dissipation mechanism, which is built in this
procedure, secures stability of the invariant state being achieved in the long run [42].
The implementation of OQHOs (for example, using quantum optical components such as cavities, beam split-
ters and phase shifters) can involve parametric uncertainties, leading to Gaussian invariant states with different
covariances [67]. More complicated inaccuracies result in deviations from the idealized linear-quadratic energet-
ics. The appearance of nonquadratic terms in the Hamiltonian and nonlinearities in the coupling operators makes
the governing QSDEs nonlinear and leads to non-Gaussian invariant quantum states. The deviation from the nomi-
nal invariant Gaussian quantum state can be studied in the framework of a particular description of the uncertainties
in the energy operators. Such uncertainties can be modeled as functions of the system variables. However, there
are many ways to extend usual functions of several real or complex variables to the noncommutative quantum
variables. One of such extensions is provided by the Weyl functional calculus [8] which employs unitary Weyl
operators whose role in this context is similar to that of the spatial Fourier harmonics. In fact, the Weyl quantiza-
tion replaces these harmonics in the Fourier integral representations of classical functions with the Weyl operators.
In application to the energy operators of the quantum stochastic system, the Weyl quantization leads to partial
differential equations (PDEs) or integro-differential equations (IDEs) for the evolution of the quasi-characteristic
function (QCF) [4]. The latter is a quantum counterpart of the usual characteristic functions of classical probability
distributions and encode information on the mixed moments of quantum system variables.
The QCF and its Fourier transform — the Wigner quasi-probability density function (QPDF) — constitute
the basis of the Wigner-Moyal phase-space approach [16,38] which avoids the “burden of the Hilbert space” by
representing the quantum state dynamics in the more conventional form of PDEs and IDEs involving only real or
complex variables and functions thereof. Although the Moyal equations [38] for the QCF and QPDF dynamics
were obtained originally for isolated quantum systems, there also are extensions of the phase-space approach to
different classes of open quantum systems [14,15,29,33,62].
In the present paper, following [62], we apply the phase-space approach to the infinitesimal perturbation anal-
ysis of the invariant state of an OQHO when its linear-quadratic energy operators are subject to variations repre-
sented in the Weyl quantization form. The effect of such perturbations of the Hamiltonian on the second moments
of the system variables (with the coupling operators remaining unperturbed) was studied in [53]. In the case of
linear system-field coupling, the Weyl quantization of the Hamiltonian was used for approximate computation
of invariant states via operator splitting [32,54] in [62] and dissipation relations for a weighted L2-norm of the
QCF, similar to the norm in the Bessel potential space [55], and for the χ2-divergence (the second-order Renyi
relative entropy [50]) of the actual QPDF from the nominal Gaussian PDF. Similarly to and in furtherance of the
previous developments, we make advantage of the tractability of the Gaussian state dynamics for linear quantum
stochastic systems and the ease of computing the moments of the Weyl operators over Gaussian quantum states.
This is combined with the machinery of linear PDEs and related semigroups [7,56] together with the generalized
functions [57] in the spatial frequency domain in order to develop a perturbative (linear response) theory for QCFs
of quantum systems subject to the Weyl variations both in the Hamiltonian and coupling operators. More precisely,
we compute the influence functions which relate the first-order corrections of the QCF and the first two moments
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for the perturbed invariant quantum state to the strength functions of the Weyl variations and discuss norm bounds
for these perturbation operators.
We also mention that the Weyl quantization of the energy operators was applied to the measurement-based
quantum stochastic filtering in [63,64] and was used in [60,61] in regard to optimality conditions for coherent
(measurement-free) quantum control and filtering problems for linear quantum plants. The coherent quantum con-
trol and filtering by interconnection [25,35,37,41,46,48,47,58,59,66,73] provide a promising modern paradigm
which has the potential to outperform the traditional observation-actuation approaches of the classical control
theory.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 specifies the class of quantum stochastic systems being consid-
ered. Section 3 describes the Weyl quantization of energy operators and the integro-differential equation for the
evolution of the quasi-characteristic function. Section 4 discusses the dynamics of quantum states and preserva-
tion of their Gaussian nature for open quantum harmonic oscillators. Section 5 specifies the Weyl perturbations
of the Hamiltonian and coupling operators of such an oscillator. Section 6 computes the corresponding first-order
correction terms of the QCF and QPDF for the resulting perturbed system. Section 7 discusses upper bounds for
the norms of the linear operators relating these corrections to the variations in the energy operators. Section 8
gives numerical examples of the invariant state perturbation analysis, including the sensitivity bounds. Section 9
provides a conclusion and outlines possible directions of research.
2. Quantum stochastic dynamics
We will be concerned with an open quantum system interacting with external fields as shown in Fig. 1. The system
system
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-
-
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Y1
Ym
Fig. 1. A schematic depiction of the open quantum stochastic system interacting with the input quantum Wiener processes W1, . . . ,Wm and
producing the output fields Y1, . . . ,Ym.
dynamics are described in terms of an even number n of variables X1, . . . ,Xn assembled into a vector X :=(Xk)16k6n
(vectors are organized as columns). These system variables are time-varying self-adjoint operators on a complex
separable Hilbert spaceH . Their evolution is governed by a Markovian Hudson-Parthasarathy quantum stochastic
differential equation (QSDE) [22,43]
dX =L (X)dt− i[X ,hT]dW (1)
whose structure is described below (we will often omit the time arguments for brevity). Although it formally
resembles classical SDEs [27], the QSDE (1) is driven by a vector W := (Wk)16k6m of an even number m of
self-adjoint operator-valued quantum Wiener processes W1, . . . ,Wm acting on a symmetric Fock space F . These
processes model the external bosonic fields [17,43] and satisfy the quantum Ito relations
dWdW T := (dWjdWk)16 j,k6m =Ωdt, (2)
Ω := Im+ iJ, (3)
J :=
[
0 1
−1 0
]
⊗ Im/2, (4)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product of matrices, and Ir is the identity matrix of order r. In application to matrices of
operators, the transpose (·)T acts as if their entries were scalars. In contrast to the identity diffusion matrix of the
standard Wiener process,Ω is a complex positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix with an orthogonal antisymmetric
imaginary part ImΩ = J (so that J2 =−Im). Therefore, the quantum Wiener processes W1, . . . ,Wm do not commute
with each other. Moreover, they have the following two-point commutator matrix
[W (s),W (t)T] := ([Wj(s),Wk(t)])16 j,k6m
= 2imin(s, t)J, s, t > 0, (5)
where [α,β ] := αβ −βα is the commutator of linear operators α and β . In accordance with W representing the
m-channel input field, h := (hk)16k6m in (1) is a vector of system-field coupling operators h1, . . . ,hm which are also
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self-adjoint operators on the spaceH . Since the entries of the commutator matrix [X ,hT] := ([X j,hk])16 j6n,16k6m
are skew-Hermitian operators, the dispersion (n×m)-matrix −i[X ,hT] in (1) consists of self-adjoint operators on
H . The drift vectorL (X) of the QSDE (1) consists of n operators and is obtained by the entrywise application of
the Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad (GKSL) generator [12,30], which acts on a single system operator ξ
as
L (ξ ) := i[h0,ξ ]+
1
2
(
[hT,ξ ]Ωh+hTΩ [ξ ,h]
)
. (6)
and involves the system Hamiltonian h0 (which is also a self-adjoint operator onH ) in addition to the coupling op-
erators h1, . . . ,hm. The energy operators h0,h1, . . . ,hm are appropriately extended functions of the system variables
X1, . . . ,Xn. The superoperator L in (1) is a quantum analogue of the infinitesimal generators of classical Markov
diffusion processes [27,55]. The specific structure of the drift vector and the dispersion matrix of the QSDE (1)
comes from the system-field interaction which drives a unitary operator U(t) on the system-field tensor-product
spaceH :=H0⊗F (withH0 the initial space for the action of the system variables at time t = 0) as
dU(t) =−U(t)
(
i(h0(t)dt+h(t)TdW (t))+
1
2
h(t)TΩh(t)dt
)
, (7)
where U(0) =IH is the identity operator onH . The unitary operator U(t), which is associated with the system-
field interaction over the time interval from 0 to t, is adapted in the sense that it acts effectively on the subspace
H0⊗Ft , where {Ft : t > 0} is the Fock space filtration. The corresponding quantum stochastic flow at time t
involves a unitary similarity transformation, which acts on operators ζ on H as ζ 7→ U(t)†ζU(t) (and applies
entrywise to vectors of operators) and evolves the system variables as
X(t) =U(t)†(X(0)⊗IF )U(t), (8)
where (·)† is the operator adjoint. The QSDE (1) can be obtained from (8) by using (7) and the quantum Ito
formula [22,43] in combination with (3) and commutativity between the forward Ito increments dW (t) and adapted
processes taken at time s6 t. Adapted processes ξ , which are functions of the system variables, satisfy QSDEs of
the same form
dξ =L (ξ )dt− i[ξ ,hT]dW. (9)
An alternative representation of the quantum Wiener process W (which reflects photon absorption and emission and
is particularly relevant to quantum optics) is in terms of the field annihilation a1, . . . ,am/2 and creation a
†
1, . . . ,a
†
m/2
processes [22,43], assembled into vectors a := (ak)16k6m/2 and a# := (a
†
k)16k6m/2:
W := 2
[
Rea
Ima
]
=
[
a+a#
i(a#−a)
]
=
([
1 1
−i i
]
⊗ Im/2
)
a˘. (10)
Here, (·)# denotes the entrywise operator adjoint (reducing to the complex conjugate in the case of complex matri-
ces), and the real and imaginary parts are extended to matrices N with operator-valued entries as ReN = 12 (N+N
#)
and ImN = 12i (N−N#) which consist of self-adjoint operators. Also,
a˘ :=
[
a
a#
]
(11)
is an auxiliary doubled-up vector. In accordance with (2) and (3), the quantum Ito table of the annihilation and
creation processes is represented in terms of (11) as
da˘da˘† =
[
dada† dadaT
da#da† da#daT
]
=
[
1 0
0 0
]
⊗ Im/2dt,
where (·)† := ((·)#)T applies to matrices of operators as the transpose of the entrywise adjoint and reduces to the
complex conjugate transpose (·)∗ := ((·))T for complex matrices. Also, the term
ihTdW = L†da−LTa#,
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which is part of the diffusion term in (7), is related to a different vector L := (Lk)16k6m/2 of (not necessarily
self-adjoint) coupling operators L1, . . . ,Lm/2, so that
h =−J
[
ReL
ImL
]
,
[
ReL
ImL
]
= Jh. (12)
Here, use is also made of the property J2 = −Im of the matrix J in (3) mentioned above. The relations (10) and
(12) allow the two alternative representations of the external fields and the system-field coupling operators to be
used interchangeably. As a result of the joint system-field evolution described by the unitary operator U(t) from
(7), the output field Y := (Yk)16k6m is given by
Y (t) = 2
[
Reb(t)
Imb(t)
]
=U(t)†(IH0 ⊗W (t))U(t) (13)
and satisfies the QSDE
dY = 2Jhdt+dW. (14)
Here, the vectors b := (bk)16k6m/2 and b# := (b
†
k)16k6m/2 consist of the corresponding output annihilation and
creation operators:
b=U†(IH0 ⊗a)U, b# =U†(IH0 ⊗a#)U.
In view of (10), (12) and (14), the processes b and b# satisfy the QSDEs
db= Ldt+da, db# = L#dt+da#
which are related to each other by conjugation. The QSDEs (1) and (14) describe a particular yet important scenario
of quantum stochastic dynamics with the identity scattering matrix [22,43]. Endowed with additional features
(for example, more general scattering matrices describing photon exchange between the fields), such QSDEs are
employed in a unified formalism [13,24] for modelling feedback networks of quantum systems which interact with
each other and the external fields.
The unitary evolution in (8) and (13) preserves the commutativity between the system and output field variables
in the sense that
[X(t),Y (s)T] = 0, t > s> 0 (15)
(future system variables commute with the past output variables). However, the output fields Y1, . . . ,Ym do not
commute with each other since
[dY,dY T] = [dW,dW T] = 2iJdt. (16)
In view of (5) and (14), the process Y inherits from W the two-point commutator matrix:
[Y (s),Y (t)T] = 2imin(s, t)J, s, t > 0. (17)
Despite the system-output commutativity (15), the noncommutativity of the output fields in (17) makes them in-
accessible to simultaneous measurement. However, they can be fed as an input to other open quantum systems
without conversion of the quantum operator-valued processes to classical real-valued signals. The resulting coher-
ent field-mediated interconnection can be used in fully quantum communication channels in the form of cascades
of (possibly distant) quantum systems. Such cascade connections are also employed for the generation of certain
classes of Gaussian quantum states (see, for example, [31,67]).
3. Evolution of the quasi-characteristic function
Whereas the QSDE (9) pertains to the Heisenberg picture of quantum dynamics, its dual Schro¨dinger picture ver-
sion, known as the master equation [69], describes the evolution of the reduced density operator. The latter is a
quantum counterpart of the probability distribution for a classical Markov diffusion process, which evolves accord-
ing to the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation (FPKE) specified by the infinitesimal generator of the process [27,
55]. However, in contrast to the classical case, the master equation carries the “burden of the Hilbert space” in the
sense that it involves operator-valued quantities rather than usual functions of real variables (such as a probability
density function).
The Wigner-Moyal phase-space approach [16,38] reconciles these two pictures by dealing with the reduced
density operator indirectly through the moments of the system variables. These moments (and their time evolution)
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can be recovered from the quasi-characteristic function [4,21] considered below. To this end, the system variables
are assumed to satisfy the Weyl canonical commutation relations (CCRs)
Wu+v(t) = eiu
TΘvWu(t)Wv(t), u,v ∈ Rn, (18)
for any time t > 0. These are represented in terms of the unitary Weyl operators [8]
Wu(t) := eiu
TX(t) =W−u(t)† (19)
which inherit their time dependence from the system variables. Here,Θ is a constant nonsingular real antisymmet-
ric matrix of order n which specifies the commutator matrix
[X(t),X(t)T] := ([X j(t),Xk(t)])16 j,k6n = 2iΘ (20)
as an infinitesimal form of the Weyl CCRs (18). Note that (18) is closely related to the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula for the exponentials of more general operators which commute with their commutator (see, for example,
[10, pp. 128–129]).
Example 1. Let the system variables consist of pairs of conjugate position and momentum operators [34] com-
prising the vectors q := (qk)16k6n/2 and p := −i∂q = (−i∂qk)16k6n/2, with the reduced Planck constant being set
to } = 1, and q1, . . . ,qn/2 denoting the Cartesian coordinates in the position space Rn/2. Then, without loss of
generality, they can be assembled into the vector
X :=
[
q
p
]
(21)
(where, as before, the time arguments are omitted for brevity). The corresponding CCR matrixΘ in (18) and (20)
takes the form
Θ =
1
2
[
0 1
−1 0
]
⊗ In/2 (22)
and, up to a factor of 12 , coincides with the symplectic structure matrix in classical Hamiltonian systems [2]. N
In what follows, Eζ = Tr(ρζ ) denotes the quantum expectation over the system-field tensor-product density
operator
ρ := ϖ ⊗υ , (23)
where ϖ is the initial quantum state of the system, and υ is the vacuum state [43] of the input fields. The aver-
aging of the Weyl operator Wu, associated with the system variables by (19), leads to the complex-valued quasi-
characteristic function (QCF)
Φ(t,u) := EWu(t) =Φ(t,−u), t > 0, u ∈ Rn. (24)
Here, the second equality describes the Hermitian property of Φ(t,u) with respect to its spatial argument u and
follows from the second equality in (19). Also, the relation W0 = IH implies that Φ(t,0) = 1. However, in
view of the Weyl CCRs (18), the Bochner-Khinchin positiveness criterion [11] for the characteristic functions of
classical probability distributions is replaced with its quantum mechanical weighted version [4,21]: the complex
Hermitian matrix
(
eiu
T
jΘukΦ(t,u j − uk)
)
16 j,k6` is positive semi-definite for arbitrary points u1, . . . ,u` ∈ Rn and
any ` = 1,2,3, . . .. The spatial Fourier transform F of (24) yields a real-valued quasi-probability density function
(QPDF)
f(t,x) := F(Φ(t, ·))(x)
= (2pi)−n
∫
Rn
Φ(t,u)e−iu
Txdu, x ∈ Rn. (25)
Although the function f is not necessarily nonnegative everywhere [20] (since, as mentioned above, the QCF Φ
itself does not have to be positive semi-definite), it satisfies the normalization condition
∫
Rnf(t,x)dx=Φ(t,0) = 1
and is a quantum analogue of classical PDFs. In particular, Φ and f encode the mixed moments E(Xk1× . . .×Xk`)
of the system variables for any 1 6 k1, . . . ,k` 6 n, provided Φ(t,u) is ` times continuously differentiable with
respect to u ∈ Rn. For example, the first and second-order moments of the system variables are expressed in terms
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of the QCF Φ and the QPDF f similarly (modulo taking the real part) to the corresponding moments of classical
random variables:
EX(t) = −i∂uΦ(t,0)
=
∫
Rn
f(t,x)xdx, (26)
ReE(X(t)X(t)T) = −∂ 2uΦ(t,0)
=
∫
Rn
f(t,x)xxTdx, (27)
where ∂u(·) and ∂ 2u (·) denote the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix with respect to u ∈ Rn. Furthermore, the
QCF Φ in (24) can be used for evaluating the generalized moments
E f (X(t)) =
∫
Rn
σ(u)Φ(t,u)du (28)
which involve nonlinear (but not necessarily polynomial) functions
f (X(t)) :=
∫
Rn
σ(u)Wu(t)du (29)
of the system variables represented in the Weyl quantization form. Here, σ : Rn → C is a given function, which
specifies such a moment and can be a generalized function [57]. For example, (26) and (27) can be obtained from
(28) and (29) by letting σ be distributional partial derivatives (of up to the second order) of the n-dimensional
Dirac delta function δ .
Since the QCF Φ in (24) is the expectation of the Weyl operators, its time evolution satisfies the integro-
differential equation (IDE)
∂tΦ(t,u) =
EdWu(t)
dt
= EL (Wu(t)). (30)
This relation is obtained by averaging the QSDE (9), which is applied to ξ := Wu, with the martingale part
−i[ξ ,hT]dW not contributing to the right-hand side of (30) (since the forward Ito increments of W commute with
adapted processes, as mentioned before, and the input fields are in the vacuum state).
In general, the right-hand side of (30) is not easily related to the QCF Φ . However, (30) becomes an alge-
braically closed equation for the QCF in the framework of the Weyl quantization model for the energy operators
of the system. More precisely, following [62], we assume that the system Hamiltonian h0 and the system-field
coupling operators h1, . . . ,hm in (6) are obtained by the Weyl quantization [8] of real-valued functions on Rn with
the Fourier transforms Hk : Rn→ C as
hk :=
∫
Rn
Hk(u)Wudu
=
∫
Rn
|Hk(u)|cos(uTX + argHk(u))du, k = 0,1, . . . ,m, (31)
where Wu is the Weyl operator (19), and arg(·) denotes the argument of a complex number. The second equality
in (31) employs the Hermitian property of the functions Hk (that is, Hk(−u) = Hk(u) for all u ∈ Rn), which, in
combination with the second equality in (19), ensures that the operators hk are self-adjoint. Accordingly, the vector
h of the system-field coupling operators h1, . . . ,hm is related to the vector-valued map H := (Hk)16k6m : Rn→ Cm
by
h =
∫
Rn
H(u)Wudu. (32)
If the function Hk is absolutely integrable, then (31) can be understood as a Bochner integral [72] which yields a
bounded operator hk whose operator norm admits an upper bound
‖hk‖6
∫
Rn
|Hk(u)|du<+∞
due to unitarity of the Weyl operators Wu for all u ∈ Rn. Polynomial functions of the system variables can be
obtained by letting the Fourier transforms Hk in (31) be the derivatives of the Dirac delta function (as mentioned
before in regard to (26)–(29)).
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The following theorem1 uses an integral operator A which maps a function ϕ : Rn→ C to the function A(ϕ) :
Rn→ C given by
A(ϕ)(u) :=
∫
Rn V (u,v)ϕ(u+ v)dv, u ∈ Rn. (33)
Here, the kernel function V : Rn×Rn→ C is computed as
V (u,v) := −2sin(uTΘv)H0(v)
−2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)TK(u+ s,s− v)H(v− s)ds, (34)
where H0 and H are the Fourier transforms from (31) and (32), and the function K :Rn×Rn→Rm×m is expressed
as
K(u,v) := Im
(
eiu
TΘvΩ
)
= sin(uTΘv)Im+ cos(uTΘv)J (35)
in terms of the CCR matrixΘ in (18) and the quantum Ito matrix Ω from (3). Note that (34) depends linearly on H0
and quadratically on H in accordance with the way the Hamiltonian h0 and the coupling operators h1, . . . ,hm enter
the GKSL generator L in (6). Also, the integral in (34) is organised as a weighted convolution of the function H
with itself.
Theorem 1 [62, Theorem 1] Suppose the energy operators h0,h1, . . . ,hm of the quantum stochastic system (1)
have the Weyl quantization form (31). Then the IDE (30) takes the form
∂tΦ(t,u) = A(Φ(t, ·))(u), (36)
where the integral operator A, described by (33)–(35), acts over the spatial argument of the QCF Φ . 
Proof. By substituting the Weyl quantization of the system Hamiltonian h0 from (31) into the GKSL generatorL
in (6), it follows that
i[h0,Wu] = i
∫
Rn
H0(v)[Wv,Wu]dv
= −2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘv)H0(v)Wu+vdv. (37)
Here, use is made of the Lie algebraic property
[Wu,Wv] = (e−iu
TΘv− eiuTΘv)Wu+v
= −2isin(uTΘv)Wu+v, u,v ∈ Rn, (38)
of the Weyl operators, which follows from the CCRs (18). In combination with (38), the Weyl quantization of the
system-field coupling operators in (32) leads to
[hT,Wu]Ωh =
∫
Rn
H(s)T[Ws,Wu]dsΩh
= 2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)TWu+sdsΩ
∫
Rn
H(r)Wrdr
= 2i
∫
Rn×Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)TΩH(r)Wu+sWrdsdr
= 2i
∫
Rn×Rn
sin(uTΘs)e−i(u+s)
TΘrH(s)TΩH(r)Wu+s+rdsdr
=
∫
Rn
V1(u,v)Wu+vdv, (39)
where (18) is used again. Here, the kernel function V1 :Rn×Rn→C is organised as a weighted convolution of the
function H with itself:
V1(u,v) = 2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)ei(u+s)
TΘ(s−v)H(s)TΩH(v− s)ds. (40)
1 whose proof, given here for completeness, is slightly different from the original one in [62]
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By a similar reasoning,
hTΩ [Wu,h] = hTΩ
∫
Rn
H(s)[Wu,Ws]ds
= −2i
∫
Rn
H(r)TWrdrΩ
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)Wu+sds
= −2i
∫
Rn×Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(r)TΩH(s)WrWu+sdrds
= −2i
∫
Rn×Rn
sin(uTΘs)e−ir
TΘ(u+s)H(r)TΩH(s)Wu+s+rdrds
=
∫
Rn
V2(u,v)Wu+vdv. (41)
Here, in view of the antisymmetry of the CCR matrixΘ and the Hermitian property of the quantum Ito matrix Ω ,
the kernel function V2 : Rn×Rn→ C is computed as
V2(u,v) = −2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)ei(s−v)
TΘ(u+s)H(v− s)TΩH(s)ds
= −2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)e−i(u+s)
TΘ(s−v)H(s)TΩTH(v− s)ds
= −2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)e−i(u+s)
TΘ(s−v)H(s)TΩH(v− s)ds. (42)
From (40) and (42), it follows that
1
2
(V1(u,v)+V2(u,v)) = i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)T
(
ei(u+s)
TΘ(s−v)Ω − e−i(u+s)TΘ(s−v)Ω)H(v− s)ds
= −2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)TIm
(
ei(u+s)
TΘ(s−v)Ω
)
H(v− s)ds
= −2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H(s)TK(u+ s,s− v)H(v− s)ds, (43)
where use is made of the function K from (35). A combination of (37), (39) and (41) allows the superoperator L
in (6) to be evaluated at the Weyl operator as
L (Wu) =
∫
Rn
V (u,v)Wu+vdv, (44)
where V (u,v) =−2sin(uTΘv)H0(v)+ 12 (V1(u,v)+V2(u,v)) is given by (34) in view of (43). The averaging of (44)
represents (30) in the form ∂tΦ(t,u) =
∫
Rn V (u,v)Φ(t,u+ v)dv, which establishes (36), with the integral operator
A in (33). 
If the system and fields are uncoupled, the IDE (36) reduces to the Moyal equation for isolated quantum systems
[38]:
∂tΦ(t,u) =−2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘv)H0(v)Φ(t,u+ v)dv, (45)
which follows from (33) by letting H = 0 in (34). Note that (36) and its special case (45) are phase-space represen-
tations of the master equation for the reduced density operator in the spatial frequency domain. The corresponding
IDE for the QPDF f in (25) is obtained from (36) by a unitary similarity transformation of the operator A (due to
unitarity of the Fourier transform F up to a factor of (2pi)n/2):
∂tf(t,x) =
∫
Rn
Π(x,y)f(t,y)dy
= F(f(t, ·))(x), F := FAF−1, (46)
where F−1 is the inverse Fourier transform over the spatial variables in Rn. The kernel function Π of the integral
operator F is related to V in (33) by
Π(x,y) = (2pi)−n
∫
Rn×Rn
ei(u
T(y−x)+vTy)V (u,v)dudv. (47)
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4. Linear-Gaussian dynamics of open quantum harmonic oscillators
We will now consider the case when the Hamiltonian h0 is a quadratic function and the coupling operators
h1, . . . ,hm are linear functions of the system variables described by
h0 :=
1
2
XTRX , (48)
h := MX , (49)
where R is a real symmetric matrix of order n, and M ∈ Rm×n. The matrices R and M will be referred to as the
energy and coupling matrices, respectively. The corresponding Fourier transforms H0 and H in (31) and (32) are
given by
H0(u) = −12 〈R,δ
′′(u)〉, (50)
H(u) = iMδ ′(u), (51)
where δ ′ and δ ′′ are the distributional gradient vector and Hessian matrix of the n-dimensional Dirac delta function
δ , and 〈N,L〉 := Tr(N∗L) denotes the Frobenius inner product [19] of real or complex matrices.
Example 2. Suppose the system variables are the quantum mechanical positions and momenta as in (21) of Exam-
ple 1, and the system Hamiltonian consists of the quadratic potential and kinetic energy parts as
h0 =
1
2
(qTKq+ pTM−1 p), (52)
with a stiffness matrix K and a positive definite mass matrix M. Then the representation (48) holds with a block-
diagonal energy matrix
R =
[
K 0
0 M−1
]
. (53)
N
Regardless of a particular structure of the system variables and the energy matrix, considered in the above
example, the combination of the CCRs (20) and the linear-quadratic energetics in (48) and (49) makes the QSDEs
(1) and (14) linear:
dX = AXdt+BdW, (54)
dY = CXdt+dW, (55)
where A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m and C ∈ Rm×n are constant matrices of coefficients:
A := 2Θ(R+MTJM), (56)
B := 2ΘMT, (57)
C := 2JM. (58)
The special dependence of A, B, C on the energy and coupling matrices R and M from (48) and (49), the symmetry
of R and the antisymmetry of the matricesΘ and J, lead to the physical realizability (PR) conditions [25,52]:
AΘ +ΘAT+BJBT = 0, (59)
ΘCT+BJ = 0, (60)
the first of which is closely related to the preservation in time of the CCRs (20), while (60) pertains to (15). Such
quantum stochastic systems are referred to as open quantum harmonic oscillators (OQHOs). Their QCF and QPDF
dynamics can be obtained from Theorem 1 by using the Weyl quantization and the generalized functions in the
spatial frequency domain as the following lemma shows for completeness.
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Lemma 1 Suppose the initial system variables of the OQHO, described by (54)–(58) and driven by vacuum input
fields, have finite second moments (that is, E(X(0)TX(0)) < +∞). Then the QCF Φ(t, ·) in (24) remains twice
continuously differentiable with respect to its spatial variables for any time t > 0 and satisfies the first-order linear
PDE
∂tΦ(t,u) = uTA∂uΦ(t,u)− 12 |B
Tu|2Φ(t,u). (61)
Also, the QPDF f in (25) is governed by the parabolic PDE
∂tf(t,x) =−div(f(t,x)Ax)+ 12div
2(f(t,x)BBT), (62)
where div(·) is the divergence operator over the spatial variables (which acts on matrix-valued functions f :=
( f jk)16 j6m,16k6n on Rn with m > 1 in a row-wise fashion as div f :=
(
∑nk=1∇k f jk
)
16 j6m, where ∇k is the partial
derivative with respect to the kth Cartesian coordinate in Rn). 
Proof. Substitution of (50) and (51) into (34) allows the action of the integral operator A in (33) on a twice
continuously differentiable function ϕ to be represented in the form
A(ϕ)(u) :=
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘv)〈R,δ ′′(v)〉ϕ(u+ v)dv
+2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)δ ′(s)TMT
(∫
Rn
K(u+ s,s− v)Mδ ′(v− s)ϕ(u+ v)dv
)
ds
=
〈
R,∂ 2v (sin(u
TΘv)ϕ(u+ v))
∣∣
v=0
〉
−2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)δ ′(s)TMTdivv
(
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)M)∣∣v=sds
= 2ϕ ′(u)TR∂v sin(uTΘv)
∣∣
v=0
+2divs
(
sin(uTΘs)MTdivv
(
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)M)∣∣v=s)∣∣s=0
= −2ϕ ′(u)TRΘu
+2divs
(
sin(uTΘs)MTdivv
(
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)M)∣∣v=s)∣∣s=0
= 2uTΘRϕ ′(u)
+2divs
(
sin(uTΘs)MT(JMϕ ′(u+ s)+ϕ(u+ s)MΘ(u+ s))
)∣∣
s=0
= 2uTΘRϕ ′(u)
+2divs
(
sin(uTΘs)MT(JMϕ ′(u+ s)+ϕ(u+ s)MΘ(u+ s))
)∣∣
s=0
= 2uTΘRϕ ′(u)+2uTΘ
(
MT(JMϕ ′(u)+ϕ(u)MΘu)
)
= uTA∂uϕ(u)− 12 |B
Tu|2ϕ(u), (63)
where divv(·) and divs(·) are the divergence operators with respect to the vectors v,s ∈ Rn, and use is made of the
matrices A and B from (56) and (57) together with the symmetry of R and antisymmetry ofΘ . Here, we have also
used the relation
fδ ′ = f (0)δ ′−div f (0)δ (64)
for a continuously differentiable function f := ( f jk)16 j6m,16k6n : Rn → Cm×n and the distributional gradient of
the n-dimensional Dirac delta function (see, for example, [57]). Now, if the initial system variables of the OQHO
have finite second moments, then the linear QSDE (54) propagates this mean square integrability to all subsequent
times as
E(X(t)TX(t)) = E(X(0)TetA
T
etAX(0))+
∫ t
0
〈BTe(t−s)AT e(t−s)AB,Ω〉ds
6 ‖etA‖2E(X(0)TX(0))+m
∫ t
0
‖esAB‖2ds, (65)
where ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm of a matrix, and the factor m = TrΩ comes from the quantum Ito matrix in (3).
This follows from the relation
X(t) = etAX(0)+
∫ t
0
e(t−s)ABdW (s), (66)
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the product structure (23) of the system-field density operator and the input fields being in the vacuum state. The
property E(X(t)TX(t))<+∞ in (65) secures the twice continuous differentiability of the QCF Φ(t, ·) with respect
to its spatial argument for any t > 0. Therefore, in view of (63), the IDE (36) takes the form of the PDE (61).
Accordingly, the IDE (46) for the QPDF f with the kernel function (47) can be reduced to the PDE (62) by
applying the spatial Fourier transform to both sides of (61). 
Note that (62) coincides with the FPKE for a classical Markov diffusion process ξ in Rn governed by the SDE
dξ = Aξdt +Bdω (where ω is the standard Wiener process in Rm) with the infinitesimal generator F† which acts
on a smooth function ϕ : Rn→ R (with the gradient ϕ ′ and the Hessian matrix ϕ ′′) as
F†(ϕ)(x) := xTATϕ ′(x)+
1
2
〈BBT,ϕ ′′(x)〉 (67)
(see, for example, [27,55]). The PDEs (61) and (62) show that the OQHO inherits the preservation of the Gaussian
nature of quantum states from classical Markov processes governed by linear SDEs. The QCF of a Gaussian
quantum state [44] is parameterized by the mean vector µ ∈ Rn and the real part Σ of the quantum covariance
matrix as
Φµ,Σ (u) = eiµ
Tu− 12 ‖u‖2Σ , u ∈ Rn, (68)
where ‖u‖Σ := |
√
Σu|. The Gaussian QCF (68) is identical to its classical counterpart except that Σ satisfies the
generalized form Σ + iΘ < 0 of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [18], which is a stronger property than the
positive semi-definiteness of Σ . The corresponding Gaussian QPDF is given by
fµ,Σ (x) :=
(2pi)−n/2√
detΣ
e−
1
2 ‖x−µ‖2Σ−1 , x ∈ Rn, (69)
provided Σ  0 (the latter condition also makes Φµ,Σ square integrable). Therefore, if the system is initialized at a
Gaussian quantum state, then the state remains Gaussian over the course of time, with the parameters of the QCF
(68) satisfying the ODEs
µ˙ = Aµ, (70)
Σ˙ = AΣ +ΣAT+BBT, (71)
where the matrices A and B are given by (56) and (57). Furthermore, in this case, the system variables and the
output fields, described by (13)–(17), are in an augmented Gaussian state at every moment of time. Furthermore,
if A is Hurwitz, then the system has a unique invariant quantum state. This state is Gaussian with the mean vector
µ = 0 (in view of (70)) and the real part of the quantum covariance matrix being the unique steady-state solution
of the Lyapunov ODE in (71):
P :=
∫ +∞
0
etABBTetA
T
dt, (72)
which is the infinite-horizon Gramian of the matrix pair (A,B), satisfying the algebraic Lyapunov equation (ALE)
AP+PAT+BBT = 0. (73)
The property that the matrix P is physically meaningful (that is, satisfies the Heisenberg uncertainty relation) can
be verified directly by noting that
P+ iΘ =
∫ +∞
0
etABΩBTetA
T
dt < 0 (74)
in view of (59), (72) and the positive semi-definiteness of the quantum Ito matrix Ω . The convergence to the invari-
ant Gaussian quantum state also holds in the sense of weak convergence of probability measures [3] (appropriately
modified for the quantum mechanical case [4]) irrespective of whether the initial state is Gaussian. The invariant
Gaussian QCF and QPDF
Φ∗(u) := Φ0,P(u) = e−
1
2 ‖u‖2P , (75)
f∗(x) := f0,P(x) =
(2pi)−n/2√
detP
e−
1
2 ‖x‖2P−1 (76)
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(with (76) assuming that (A,B) is controllable which ensures that P 0) are the fixed points of the corresponding
semi-groups associated with the IDEs (36) and (46) in the sense that
etA(Φ∗) =Φ∗, etF(f∗) = f∗ (77)
for all t > 0. In the case of OQHOs being considered, the operator exponential etA in (77) can be computed by
solving the first-order PDE (61) with an initial condition ϕ : Rn→ C through the method of characteristics [7,56]
as
etA(ϕ)(u) = ϕ
(
etA
T
u
)
Φ0,Σ(t)(u)
= ϕ
(
etA
T
u
)
e−
1
2 ‖u‖2Σ(t) , t > 0, u ∈ Rn. (78)
Here, use is made of (68) together with the finite-horizon controllability Gramian of the pair (A,B) satisfying the
ODE (71) with zero initial condition Σ(0) = 0:
Σ(t) =
∫ t
0
esABBTesA
T
ds, (79)
with TrΣ(t) being bounded by the second term on the right-hand side of (65). The Gramians Σ(t) and P =
limt→+∞Σ(t) in (72) satisfy the identity
etAPetA
T
+Σ(t) = P, t > 0. (80)
The operator exponential etA in (78) can also be obtained directly from (66) (regardless of whether the system
variables have finite second moments) as
Φ(t,u) = Eeiu
T(etAX(0)+
∫ t
0 e
(t−s)ABdW (s))
= Eeiu
TetAX(0)Eeiu
T ∫ t
0 e
(t−s)ABdW (s)
= Φ(0,etA
T
u)e−
1
2
∫ t
0 |BTesA
T
u|2ds
= Φ(0,etA
T
u)e−
1
2 ‖u‖2Σ(t) .
Here, use is made of the commutativity between the input fields (more precisely, their increments) and the initial
system variables, the product structure of the system-field state (23) and the quasi-characteristic functional of the
vacuum fields:
Eei
∫ t
0 f (s)
TdW (s) = e−
1
2
∫ t
0 | f (s)|2ds
for any t > 0 and any locally square integrable function f : R+ → Rm. Accordingly, etF is an integral operator
whose kernel function is the fundamental solution [7,56] of the FPKE (62), provided (A,B) is controllable, which
is equivalent to Σ(t)  0 for all t > 0. This operator maps an initial condition ψ : Rn → R of the FPKE to the
function
etF(ψ)(x) =
∫
Rn
fetAy,Σ(t)(x)ψ(y)dy, t > 0, x ∈ Rn, (81)
where use is made of the Gaussian PDF (69). The function y 7→ fetAy,Σ(t)(x) is the Markov transition kernel of the
classical diffusion process with the infinitesimal generator (67).
Therefore, any matrix pair (A,B) satisfying (72) and the PR condition (59), with A Hurwitz, can be used in
order to generate a zero mean Gaussian state with a given quantum covariance matrix P+ iΘ in (74) as an invariant
state of the OQHO governed by (54). Note that inaccuracies in the energy and coupling matrices R and M of such
a system will only perturb the matrix P for this invariant state without distorting its Gaussian nature. Their effects
are considered, for example, in [67]. However, the Hamiltonian and coupling operators can, in general, be subject
to a broader class of perturbations which bring the quantum system beyond the linear-quadratic energetics (48) and
(49).
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5. Weyl variations of the energy operators
Now, consider a class of quantum stochastic systems, which are similar to those in [53,62,64] and result from
perturbing the linear-quadratic energy operators (48) and (49) of the nominal OQHO of the previous section subject
to the following variations:
hε0 :=
1
2
XTRX + ε h˜0, (82)
hε := MX + ε h˜. (83)
Here, ε is a small real-valued parameter, and h˜0 and h˜ := (h˜ j)16 j6m describe nonquadratic and nonlinear parts of
the perturbed energy operators hε0,h
ε
1, . . . ,h
ε
m, which are assumed to be represented in the Weyl quantization form
(see Section 3) as
h˜0 :=
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)WSTvdv
=
∫
Rd
|Ψ(v)|cos(vTSX + argΨ(v))dv, (84)
h˜ :=
∫
Rd
ϒ (v)WSTvdv
=
(∫
Rd
|ϒk(v)|cos(vTSX + argϒk(v))dv
)
16k6m
. (85)
These Weyl variations depend on d 6 n system variables comprising a subvector SX (where S ∈ {0,1}d×n is a
suarray of a permutation matrix of order n) and are determined by the Fourier transforms Ψ : Rd → C and ϒ :=
(ϒk)16k6m : Rd → Cm of functions on Rd with values in R and Rm, respectively. In addition to being Hermitian,
both functions Ψ and ϒ are assumed to be absolutely integrable, so that (84) and (85) are Bochner integrals
which produce self-adjoint bounded operators on the system-field Hilbert space H . The corresponding Fourier
transforms in (31) and (32) are given by
Hε0 (u) = −
1
2
〈R,δ ′′(u)〉+ εH˜0(u), (86)
Hε(u) = iMδ ′(u)+ εH˜(u), (87)
where
H˜0(u) :=
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)δ (u−STv)dv, (88)
H˜(u) :=
∫
Rd
ϒ (v)δ (u−STv)dv. (89)
Since SST = Id , the matrix ST describes an isometry between Rd and the subspace STRd ⊂ Rn. Accordingly, the
integrals in (88) and (89), as generalized functions [57], are measures on this subspace with densities Ψ and ϒ
(with respect to the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure on STRd) and values in C and Cm, respectively. Regardless
of the particular form (84) and (85) of the perturbations h˜0 and h˜ in (82) and (83), the perturbed GKSL generator
(6) depends on ε in a quadratic fashion:
Lε(ξ ) := i[hε0,ξ ]+
1
2
(
[(hε)T,ξ ]Ωhε +(hε)TΩ [ξ ,hε ]
)
= L (ξ )+ εL˜ (ξ )+
ε2
2
(
[h˜T,ξ ]Ω h˜+ h˜TΩ [ξ , h˜]
)
, (90)
whereL :=L0 is the unperturbed generator. Here, the parametric derivative L˜ := ∂εLε
∣∣
ε=0 is a linear superop-
erator which acts on a system operator ξ as
L˜ (ξ ) = i[h˜0,ξ ]
+
1
2
(
[h˜T,ξ ]ΩMX +[XT,ξ ]MTΩ h˜
+h˜TΩM[ξ ,X ]+XTMTΩ [ξ , h˜]
)
, (91)
where M is the coupling matrix of the nominal OQHO in (49). In the case of the Weyl variations (84) and (85), the
superoperator L˜ depends linearly on the functionsΨ and ϒ which quantify the strength of such perturbations of
the energy operators.
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Example 3. Supposeϒ = 0 (that is, the coupling operators in (83) remain unperturbed). Then the QSDE (1) takes
the form [62]
dX =
(
AX +2εiΘST
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)vWSTvdv
)
dt+BdW, (92)
where the nonlinear dependence of the drift term on the system variables comes from the nonquadratic part of the
Hamiltonian in (82). In the particular case (21) and (52), considered in Examples 1 and 2, the Weyl variation of the
potential energy leads to the Hamiltonian
h0 =
1
2
(qTKq+ pTM−1 p)+ εφ(q), φ(q) :=
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)eiv
Tqdv, (93)
which corresponds to (82) with the energy matrix R given by (53) and the matrix S extracting the position variables
from the vector X :
S =
[
Id 0
]
, (94)
with
d :=
n
2
. (95)
This perturbation enters the QSDE (92) through the momentum part in the form of an additional “force” term in
the drift vector as
dq = (A11q+A12 p)dt+B1dW, (96)
dp = (A21q+A22 p− εφ ′(q))dt+B2dW, (97)
where
φ ′(q) = i
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)veiv
Tqdv. (98)
Here, use is made of the CCR matrix Θ from (22), whereby 2ΘST =
[
0
−Id
]
, and the matrices A and B in (56) and
(57) are partitioned into blocks A jk ∈ Rd×d and B j ∈ Rd×m as
A :=
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
]
, B :=
[
B1
B2
]
. (99)
Note that the form of the position QSDE (96) remains unperturbed. The integrals in (93) and (98) lend themselves to
closed-form evalution, for example, ifΨ is a linear combination of quadratic-exponential functions which describe
Gaussian-shaped “wells” or “bumps” in the potential energy [9] (see also [62, Section 9]). More precisely, suppose
the functionΨ is given by
Ψ(v) := α
√
detΛ
(2pi)d/2
e−iv
Tγ− 12 ‖v‖2Λ , (100)
where α is a real-valued constant, γ ∈ Rd , and Λ is a real positive definite symmetric matrix of order (95). The
corresponding integral in (93) is the inverse Fourier transform of (100):
φ(q) = αe−
1
2 ‖q−γ‖2Λ−1 , (101)
whose right-hand side (up to a constant factor) is the Gaussian PDF with the mean vector γ and covariance matrix
Λ . The parameter γ of the potential φ in (101) specifies the location of a centre of attraction (if α < 0) or repulsion
(if α > 0) in the position space Rd with the stiffness matrix φ ′′(γ) =−αΛ−1. The exponentially fast decay of this
potential (together with its gradient) at infinity resembles the Morse potential [36]. The corresponding perturbation
force term in (97) is obtained by a straightforward differentiation of (101) with respect to q as φ ′(q)= φ(q)Λ−1(γ−
q). N
The nonquadratic perturbations of the Hamiltonian, considered in the above example, are applicable to the
modelling of open quantum systems with multiextremum potential energy landscapes in the form
φ(q) =
N
∑
k=1
αk exp
(
− 1
2
‖q− γk‖2Λ−1k
)
,
which extends (101). In addition to being ubiquitous in macromolecular dynamics simulations, multiextremum
potentials are also of interest from the viewpoint of adiabatic quantum computing [1], where they are represented
by the terminal Hamiltonian of a quantum system, towards which the initial Hamiltonian is adiabatically evolved
together with its ground state. In fact, the efficiency of the quantum annealing protocols in comparison with the
classical optimization algorithms is particularly important for the minimization of complicated functions of many
variables.
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6. First-order correction of the quantum state
In accordance with the perturbed energy operators in (82) and (83), the operators A, F in (33), (46), the QCF Φ
and the QPDF f acquire dependence on the parameter ε and will be denoted by Aε , Fε , Φε , fε , respectively (the
subscript (·)0 for the unperturbed quantities at ε = 0 will be omitted for brevity). Furthermore, in view of (34)
and (35), the integral operators Aε , Fε depend on ε in a quadratic fashion, inheriting such dependence from the
GKSL generator Lε in (90). The QCF and QPDF of the perturbed quantum system admit the asymptotic series
expansions
Φε =
+∞
∑
r=0
εr
r!
Φ (r), fε =
+∞
∑
r=0
εr
r!
f(r),
where the functions
Φ (r) := ∂ rεΦε
∣∣
ε=0, f
(r) := ∂ rεfε
∣∣
ε=0 (102)
satisfy the recurrent IDEs
∂tΦ (r) =
min(r,2)
∑
k=0
(
r
k
)
A(k)(Φ (r−k)), (103)
∂tf(r) =
min(r,2)
∑
k=0
(
r
k
)
F(k)(f(r−k)) (104)
for all r = 0,1,2, . . .. These are obtained by applying the Leibniz product rule to the differentiation of the equations
(36) and (46) with respect to ε , starting from the PDEs (61) and (62) for the QCFΦ (0) =Φ and the QPDFf(0) =f
of the unperturbed oscillator. Here, ( r )k := r!k!(r−k)! is the binomial coefficient, and use is made of the parametric
derivatives
A(r) := ∂ rεAε
∣∣
ε=0, F
(r) := ∂ rεFε
∣∣
ε=0, (105)
which vanish for all r > 2 in view of the quadratic dependence of the operators Aε and Fε on ε , thus leading to the
band structure of the equations (103) and (104). This structure can be represented symbolically in vector-matrix
form as
∂t

Φ
Φ (1)
Φ (2)
Φ (3)
Φ (4)
...

=

A 0 0 0 0 . . .
A(1) A 0 0 0 . . .
A(2) 2A(1) A 0 0 . . .
0 3A(2) 3A(1) A 0 . . .
0 0 6A(2) 4A(1) A . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...


Φ
Φ (1)
Φ (2)
Φ (3)
Φ (4)
...

,
∂t

f
f(1)
f(2)
f(3)
f(4)
...

=

F 0 0 0 0 . . .
F(1) F 0 0 0 . . .
F(2) 2F(1) F 0 0 . . .
0 3F(2) 3F(1) F 0 . . .
0 0 6F(2) 4F(1) F . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...


f
f(1)
f(2)
f(3)
f(4)
...

.
In what follows, we will consider only the first-order infinitesimal perturbations of the quantum state in (102)
described by
Φ˜ :=Φ (1), f˜ := f(1). (106)
Their evolution is governed by
∂tΦ˜ = A(Φ˜)+B(Φ), (107)
∂tf˜ = F(f˜)+G(f), (108)
with zero initial conditions Φ˜(0, ·) = 0 and f˜(0, ·) = 0, where Φ and f are the QCF and QPDF for the unperturbed
OQHO satisfying the PDEs (61) and (62). Here, the operators A and F from (105) act on the functions (106), and
their parametric derivatives
B := A(1), G := F(1) = FBF−1 (109)
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are related by the same unitary similarity transformation as in (46). The operator B is related to the superoperator
L˜ in (91) through the QCF Φ in (24) and the Weyl operator Wu in (19) by
B(Φ(t, ·))(u) = EL˜ (Wu(t)), t > 0, u ∈ Rn. (110)
The following lemma establishes the structure of B as a perturbation of the integral operator A in (33) rather than
through the averaging in (110).
Lemma 2 Suppose the Hamiltonian and coupling operators of the OQHO are subject to the Weyl variations
(82)–(85). Then B in (109) is an integro-differential operator which acts on a continuously differentiable function
ϕ : Rn→ C as
B(ϕ)(u) = −2
∫
Rd
sin(uTΘSTw)Ψ(w)ϕ(u+STw)dw
+2i
∫
Rd
ϒ (w)T[ sin(uTΘSTw)MΘ(u+STw)+K(u,STw)MΘu sin(uTΘSTw)JM ]
×
[
ϕ(u+STw)
ϕ ′(u+STw)
]
dw, u ∈ Rn. (111)

Proof. The kernel function of the operator B can be obtained by substituting (86) and (87) into (34) and differen-
tiating the result
Vε(u,v) := −2sin(uTΘv)Hε0 (v)
−2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)Hε(s)TK(u+ s,s− v)Hε(v− s)ds (112)
with respect to ε:
V˜ (u,v) := ∂εVε(u,v)
∣∣
ε=0
= −2sin(uTΘv)H˜0(v)
−2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)δ ′(s)TMTK(u+ s,s− v)H˜(v− s)ds
−2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H˜(s)TK(u+ s,s− v)Mδ ′(v− s)ds, (113)
where the function K is given by (35) and H˜0 and H˜ are the measures in (88) and (89). The integrals in (113)
originate from differentiating the integral in (112). The integral operator B with the kernel function V˜ acts on a
function ϕ : Rn→ C as
B(ϕ)(u) =
∫
Rn
V˜ (u,v)ϕ(u+ v)dv
= −2
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘv)H˜0(v)ϕ(u+ v)dv
+B1(ϕ)(u)+B2(ϕ)(u). (114)
Here, the integral operators B1 and B2 are associated with the Weyl variations of the system-field coupling oper-
ators as
B1(ϕ)(u) := −2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)δ ′(s)TMT
(∫
Rn
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)H˜(v− s)dv
)
ds
= 2idivs
(
sin(uTΘs)MT
∫
Rn
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)H˜(v− s)dv
)∣∣∣
s=0
= 2iuTΘMT
∫
Rn
ϕ(u+ v)K(u,−v)H˜(v)dv, (115)
B2(ϕ)(u) := −2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H˜(s)T
(∫
Rn
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)Mδ ′(v− s)dv
)
ds
= 2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H˜(s)Tdivv
(
ϕ(u+ v)K(u+ s,s− v)M)∣∣v=sds
= 2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘs)H˜(s)T(JMϕ ′(u+ s)+ϕ(u+ s)MΘ(u+ s))ds, (116)
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where the computations are similar to (63) and also employ the relation (64) together with the structure of the
function K in (35). From (115) and (116), it follows that
B1(ϕ)(u)+B2(ϕ)(u) = 2iuTΘMT
∫
Rn
ϕ(u+ v)(−sin(uTΘv)Im+ cos(uTΘv)J)H˜(v)dv
+2i
∫
Rn
sin(uTΘv)H˜(v)T
(
JMϕ ′(u+ v)+ϕ(u+ v)MΘ(u+ v)
)
dv
= 2i
∫
Rn
H˜(v)T
[
sin(uTΘv)MΘ(2u+ v)+ cos(uTΘv)JMΘu sin(uTΘv)JM
][ ϕ(u+ v)
ϕ ′(u+ v)
]
dv
= 2i
∫
Rn
H˜(v)T
[
sin(uTΘv)MΘ(u+ v)+K(u,v)MΘu sin(uTΘv)JM
][ ϕ(u+ v)
ϕ ′(u+ v)
]
dv. (117)
In combination with the structure of the functions H˜0 and H˜ as the measures in (88) and (89), substitution of (117)
into (114) leads to (111) . 
Application of the Duhamel formula [7,55] to the solutions of the initial value problems for the linear evolu-
tionary equations (107) and (108) (with zero initial conditions) leads to
Φ˜(t, ·) =
∫ t
0
(e(t−s)ABesA)(Φ(0, ·))ds
=
∫ t
0
e(t−s)A(B(Φ(s, ·)))ds, (118)
f˜(t, ·) =
∫ t
0
(e(t−s)FGesF)(f(0, ·))ds
=
∫ t
0
e(t−s)F(G(f(s, ·)))ds (119)
for any time t > 0. The linear operators on the right-hand sides of (118) and (119) also involve the parametric
derivatives of the exponential maps [28] from (78) and (81). The infinite-horizon limits of these solutions provide
the first-order corrections
Φ˜∗ := lim
t→+∞Φ˜(t, ·) =
∫ +∞
0
etA(B(Φ∗))dt =−A−1(B(Φ∗)), (120)
f˜∗ := lim
t→+∞ f˜(t, ·) =
∫ +∞
0
etF(G(f∗))dt =−F−1(G(f∗)) = F(Φ˜∗) (121)
to the Gaussian QCF and QPDF Φ∗ and f∗ of the nominal invariant state described in Section 4, with the limits
being understood similarly to the weak convergence [3], so that the convergence in (120) is pointwise. Here,
−A−1B and −F−1G denote the operators which relate the steady-state solutions of (107) and (108) to Φ∗ and f∗
subject to the normalization constraints
Φ˜∗(0) = 0,
∫
Rn
f˜∗(x)dx = 0. (122)
Since the QPDF perturbation f˜∗ in (121) is related by the spatial Fourier transform F to the QCF perturbation Φ˜∗,
we will be concerned mainly with the latter. This will also allow advantage to be made of the fact that the operator
exponential etA, associated with the fundamental solution of the first-order linear PDE (61), is simpler than etF for
the second-order PDE (62).
Theorem 2 Suppose the unperturbed OQHO has a Hurwitz matrix A in (56), and its Hamiltonian and coupling
operators are subject to the Weyl variations (82)–(85). Then the corresponding perturbation (120) of the invariant
QCF is related by
Φ˜∗(u) =
∫
Rd
(
F(u,w)Ψ(w)+G(u,w)∗ϒ (w)
)
dw, u ∈ Rn, (123)
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to the strength functionsΨ andϒ of the Weyl variations. Here, the functions F :Rn×Rd→R and G := (Gk)16k6m :
Rn×Rd → Cm are computed as
F(u,w) := 2e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ +∞
0
Ime−u
TetA(P+iΘ)STwdt, (124)
G(u,w) := −2ie− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ +∞
0
(
sin(uTetAΘSTw)D(etA
T
u+STw)+K(etA
T
u,STw)MΘetA
T
u
)
×e−uTetAPSTwdt, (125)
where
D := MΘ − JMP. (126)
Here, the function K is given by (35), M is the coupling matrix for the unperturbed oscillator in (49), and P is the
infinite-horizon controllability Gramian from (72). 
Proof. By combining the second equality in (120) with the structure of the operator exponential etA in (78), it
follows that
Φ˜∗(u) =
∫ +∞
0
B(Φ∗)(etA
T
u)e−
1
2 ‖u‖2Σ(t)dt, u ∈ Rn, (127)
where use is made of the finite-horizon controllability Gramian Σ(t) from (79). Evaluation of the operator B from
(111) at the unperturbed invariant Gaussian QCF Φ∗ in (75) leads to
B(Φ∗)(u) = −2
∫
Rd
sin(uTΘSTw)Ψ(w)Φ∗(u+STw)dw
+2i
∫
Rd
ϒ (w)T[ sin(uTΘSTw)MΘ(u+STw)+K(u,STw)MΘu sin(uTΘSTw)JM ]
[
Φ∗(u+STw)
Φ ′∗(u+STw)
]
dw
= −2
∫
Rd
sin(uTΘSTw)Ψ(w)Φ∗(u+STw)dw
+2i
∫
Rd
ϒ (w)T
(
sin(uTΘSTw)D(u+STw)+K(u,STw)MΘu
)
Φ∗(u+STw)dw, (128)
where use is also made of the relation Φ ′∗(v) =−Φ∗(v)Pv for all v ∈Rn (following from the quadratic-exponential
structure ofΦ∗) and the matrix D from (126). Substitution of (128) into (127) establishes the integral representation
(123) with the kernel functions
F(u,w) := −2
∫ +∞
0
sin(uTetAΘSTw)Φ∗(etA
T
u+STw)e−
1
2 ‖u‖2Σ(t)dt, (129)
G(u,w) := −2i
∫ +∞
0
(
sin(uTetAΘSTw)D(etA
T
u+STw)+K(etA
T
u,STw)MΘetA
T
u
)
×Φ∗(etAT u+STw)e−
1
2 ‖u‖2Σ(t)dt. (130)
By using (75) and (80), it follows that
Φ∗(etA
T
u+ v)e−
1
2 ‖u‖2Σ(t) = exp
(
− 1
2
‖u‖2
etAPetAT+Σ(t)
−uetAPv− 1
2
‖v‖2P
)
= e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖v‖2P)−uTetAPv (131)
for any t > 0 and u,v ∈ Rn. Substitution of (131) with v := STw into (129) and (130), leads to (124) and (125),
where the convergence of the integrals is secured by the exponentially fast decay of the integrands since the matrix
A is Hurwitz. 
The functions F and G in (124) and (125) depend on the parameters of the unperturbed oscillator and can be
identified with the Frechet derivatives ∂Ψ Φ˜∗ and ∂ϒ Φ˜∗ of the QCF perturbation Φ˜∗ with respect to the strength
functions Ψ and ϒ of the Weyl variations in the energy operators. These derivatives describe the response of the
invariant state of the quantum system in the framework of the infinitesimal perturbation analysis and allow the
QCF corrections to be calculated for particular strength functions.
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Example 4. In the setting of Example 3 (with unperturbed system-field coupling operators), we will now compute
the QCF correction in response to the Gaussian-shaped variation (101) of the potential energy (see also Examples
1 and 2). By substituting its Fourier transformΨ from (100) together with the influence function F from (124) into
(123) and lettingϒ = 0, it follows that
Φ˜∗(u) =
∫
Rd
F(u,w)Ψ(w)dw
=
2α
√
detΛ
(2pi)d/2
e−
1
2 ‖u‖2P
∫
Rd
(
e−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P
∫ +∞
0
Ime−u
TetA(P+iΘ)STwdt
)
e−iw
Tγ− 12 ‖w‖2Λ dw
=
α
√
detΛ
(2pi)d/2i
e−
1
2 ‖u‖2P
∫ +∞
0
(∫
Rd
e−
1
2 ‖w‖2Ξ
(
e−u
TetA(P+iΘ)STw−iwTγ − e−uTetA(P−iΘ)STw−iwTγ
)
dw
)
dt
=
α
√
detΛ
(2pi)d/2i
e−
1
2 ‖u‖2P
∫ +∞
0
(∫
Rd
e−
1
2 ‖w‖2Ξ
(
e−w
Tσ−(t,u)− e−wTσ+(t,u)
)
dw
)
dt
= αi
√
detΛ
detΞ
e−
1
2 ‖u‖2P
∫ +∞
0
(
e
1
2σ+(t,u)
TΞ−1σ+(t,u)− e 12σ−(t,u)TΞ−1σ−(t,u)
)
dt. (132)
Here, use is made of the moment-generating function
√
detΞ
(2pi)d/2
∫
Rd
e−
1
2 ‖w‖2Ξ+σTwdw = e
1
2σ
TΞ−1σ , σ ∈ Cd ,
for a zero-mean Gaussian distribution in Rd with the covariance matrix Ξ−1, where
Ξ := SPST+Λ = P11+Λ (133)
is a real positive definite symmetric matrix of order d. In view of the structure of the matrix S in (94), the block
P11 ∈ Rd×d of the matrix
P :=
[
P11 P12
P21 P22
]
(134)
from (72) is associated with the position variables in accordance with the partitioning (21) and (99). Also, σ+,σ− :
R+×Rn→ Cd are auxiliary functions given by
σ±(t,u) := S(P± iΘ)etAT u+ iγ
=
[
P11 P12± i2 Id
]
etA
T
u+ iγ, (135)
where (134) is combined with the structure of the CCR matrixΘ from (22). Since the functions in (135) converge
to a common limit limt→+∞σ±(t,u) = σ±(0,0) = iγ exponentially fast due to A being Hurwitz, the integral in
(132) is convergent for any u ∈ Rn. N
The presence of double exponentials (such as e−uTetAPSTw) in the integrals (124), (125) and (132) complicates
their closed-form evaluation. Upper bounds for the influence functions F and G, which relate the QCF perturbation
to the Weyl variations in Theorem 2, will be discussed in Section 7. These functions also encode more tractable
first-order corrections to the mean vector and the second-moment matrix for the system variables in the invariant
(in general, non-Gaussian) state under such variations:
µ˜ := ∂εEεX
∣∣
ε=0, P˜ := ∂εEε(XX
T)
∣∣
ε=0, (136)
where Eε(·) denotes the quantum expectation over the invariant state of the perturbed system. Note that the con-
stant imaginary part ImEε(XXT) = Θ does not contribute to the parametric derivative in (136). Therefore, the
corresponding truncations of the asymptotic series expansions for these moments in the perturbed invariant state
take the form
EεX = εµ˜+ . . . , ReEε(XXT) = P+ εP˜+ . . . , (137)
where use is made of the zero mean vector and the quantum covariance matrix P+ iΘ of the unperturbed invariant
Gaussian state. In view of the first of the relations (137), the system variables in the perturbed invariant state acquire
nonzero mean values.
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Theorem 3 Suppose the unperturbed OQHO has a Hurwitz matrix A in (56), and its Hamiltonian and coupling
operators are subject to the Weyl variations (82)–(85). Then the first-order corrections (136) for the mean vector
and the second-moment matrix of the perturbed invariant state are related to the strength functionsΨ andϒ of the
Weyl variations by
µ˜ = −2iA−1Θ
∫
Rd
e−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P
(
Ψ(w)STw− i(STwwTSDT+MTJ)ϒ (w))dw, (138)
P˜ = −4
∫
Rd
e−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P
(
Ψ(w)Q(w)+ i
m
∑
k=1
ϒk(w)Rk(w)
)
dw. (139)
Here, the matrix-valued functions Q : Rd → Rn×n and R1, . . . ,Rm : Rd → Rn×n are, respectively, quadratic and
cubic polynomials defined as the unique solutions of the ALEs
AQ(w) + Q(w)AT+S(ΘSTwwTSP) = 0, (140)
ARk(w) + Rk(w)AT+S
(
ΘSTwDk•(In−STwwTSP)+ΘSTw(MΘ)k•−PSTw(JMΘ)k•
)
= 0 (141)
for all w ∈ Rd , where S(N) := 12 (N +NT) denotes the symmetrizer of square matrices, the matrix D is given by
(126), and (·)k• is the kth row of a matrix. 
Proof. By differentiating the representation (123) for the QCF perturbation Φ˜∗ in accordance with (26), (27) and
(136), it follows that
µ˜ = −iΦ˜ ′∗(0) =−i
∫
Rd
(
Ψ(w)∂uF(u,w)
∣∣
u=0+
(
∂uG(u,w)
∣∣
u=0
)∗ϒ (w))dw, (142)
P˜ = −Φ˜ ′′∗ (0) =−
∫
Rd
(
Ψ(w)∂ 2u F(u,w)
∣∣
u=0+
m
∑
k=1
ϒk(w)∂ 2u Gk(u,w)
∣∣
u=0
)
dw, (143)
where ∂uG(u,w) is the Jacobian (m×n)-matrix of G, and ∂ 2u Gk(u,w) is the Hessian matrix of the kth coordinate
function of G with respect to u ∈ Rn. Now, (124) leads to
∂uF(u,w)
∣∣
u=0 =
(
−F(u,w)Pu−2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ +∞
0
Im
(
e−u
TetA(P+iΘ)STwetA(P+ iΘ)STw
)
dt
)∣∣∣
u=0
= −2e− 12 ‖STw‖2P
∫ +∞
0
etAdtΘSTw
= 2e−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P A−1ΘSTw, (144)
∂ 2u F(u,w)
∣∣
u=0 = 2e
− 12 ‖STw‖2P
∫ +∞
0
etAIm
(
(P+ iΘ)STwwTS(P− iΘ))etAT dt
= 2e−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P
∫ +∞
0
etA
(
ΘSTwwTSP−PSTwwTSΘ)etAT dt
= 4e−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P Q(w), (145)
where (similarly to (72) and (73)) the last integral is the solution Q(w) of the ALE (140) which depends paramet-
rically on w ∈ Rd in a quadratic fashion. Also, (125) yields
∂uG(u,w)
∣∣
u=0 = 2ie
− 12 ‖STw‖2P
∫ +∞
0
(
DSTwwTS− JM)ΘetATdt
= −2ie− 12 ‖STw‖2P(DSTwwTS− JM)ΘA−T, (146)
∂ 2u Gk(u,w)
∣∣
u=0 = −2ie−
1
2 ‖STw‖2P
×
∫ +∞
0
∂ 2u
((
sin(uTetAΘSTw)Dk•(etA
T
u+STw)
+(K(etA
T
u,STw)MΘ)k•etA
T
u
)
e−u
TetAPSTw
)∣∣∣
u=0
dt
= −4ie− 12 ‖STw‖2P
×
∫ +∞
0
etAS
(
ΘSTwDk•(In−STwwTSP)+ΘSTw(MΘ)k•−PSTw(JMΘ)k•
)
etA
T
dt
= −4ie− 12 ‖STw‖2P Rk(w) (147)
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for all k = 1, . . . ,m, where A−T := (A−1)T, and the matrix Rk(w) is the solution of the ALE (141) which is a cubic
function of w ∈ Rd . Substitution of (144) and (146) into (142) leads to (138). Similarly, substitution of (145) and
(147) into (143) establishes (139). 
Note that in the setting of Example 3 (where only the Hamiltonian is perturbed), the mean vector correction µ˜
can be obtained by averaging the drift of the QSDE (92) over the unperturbed invariant Gaussian state with the
QCF Φ∗ in (75) as
0 = Aµ˜+2iΘST
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)vEWSTvdv
= Aµ˜+2iΘST
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)Φ∗(STv)vdv
= Aµ˜+2iΘST
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)e−
1
2 ‖STv‖2P vdv,
which leads to
µ˜ =−2iA−1ΘST
∫
Rd
Ψ(v)e−
1
2 ‖STv‖2Pvdv
in accordance with (138) with ϒ = 0. This is yet another demonstration of the origin of the quadratic-exponential
factors in the correction terms.
7. Norm bounds for the perturbation operators
For what follows, we will now specify a class of the strength functions Ψ and ϒ of the Weyl variations (84) and
(85) in the energy operators. More precisely, they are assumed to be square integrable with a weight in the sense
that
|||Ψ |||θ <+∞, |||ϒ |||θ <+∞ (148)
for some θ > 0. The parameter θ specifies the following weighted L2-norm [62] for a scalar or vector-valued
function ϕ on Rd :
|||ϕ|||θ :=
√∫
Rd
|ϕ(w)|2eθ |w|2dw. (149)
The fulfillment of (148) ensures thatΨ and ϒ are not only square integrable, but are also absolutely integrable in
view of the relations
‖ϕ‖1 :=
∫
Rd
|ϕ(w)|dw
=
∫
Rd
e−
1
2 θ |w|2 |ϕ(w)|e 12 θ |w|2dw
6 |||1|||−θ |||ϕ|||θ , (150)
with
|||1|||−θ =
√∫
Rd
e−θ |w|2dw =
(pi
θ
)d/4
,
which follow from (149) and the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky-Schwarz inequality. Note that the limiting case ||| · |||0 is the
standard L2-norm ‖ · ‖2.
Now, the relations (142) and (143) in the proof of Theorem 3 show that the functions (144)–(147) specify the
Frechet derivatives of the first-order corrections µ˜ and P˜ for the mean vector and the covariance matrix with respect
to Ψ and ϒ . In particular, the function w 7→ i∂uF(u,w)
∣∣
u=0, computed in (144), describes the Frechet derivative
∂Ψ µ˜ with respect to square integrable strength functionsΨ of the Weyl variations (84) in the system Hamiltonian.
Similarly to (150), the sensitivity of the mean vector of the perturbed invariant quantum state toΨ with the norm
|||Ψ |||θ can be quantified by
sup
|||Ψ |||θ61, ϒ=0
|µ˜| 6 |||∂Ψ µ˜|||−θ
=
√∫
Rd
|∂uF(u,w)|u=0|2e−θ |w|2dw
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= 2
√∫
Rd
e−‖STw‖2P |A−1ΘSTw|2e−θ |w|2dw
=
2pid/4
4
√
det(θ Id +SPST)
√〈
−SΘA−TA−1ΘST,
∫
Rd
f (w)wwTdw
〉
=
√
2pid/4
4
√
det(θ Id +SPST)
√
〈−SΘA−TA−1ΘST,(θ Id +SPST)−1〉. (151)
Here, use is made of an auxiliary zero-mean Gaussian PDF f with the covariance matrix 12 (θ Id +SPS
T)−1 given
by
f (w) := pi−d/2
√
det(θ Id +SPST)e
−‖w‖2
θ Id+SPST , w ∈ Rd . (152)
Since the matrix S is of full row rank, the controllability of the matrix pair (A,B) in (56) and (57) (whereby P in
(72) satisfies P  0) ensures that SPST  0. In this case, the right-hand side of (151) has a limit as θ → 0, which
corresponds to the standard L2-norm ‖∂Ψ µ˜‖2. In view of (145)–(147), the norms of the other Frechet derivatives
∂Ψ P˜, ∂ϒ µ˜ , ∂ϒ P˜ are related in a similar fashion to the higher-order moments for the Gaussian PDF (152), which
can be computed in closed form with the aid of the Isserlis theorem [23,26]. The details of these calculations are
cumbersome and are omitted for brevity (see also [65]).
Beyond the first two moments of the perturbed invariant quantum state discussed above, its sensitivity to the
Weyl variations satisfying (148) can be quantified for the QCF correction Φ˜∗ by the corresponding L2-induced
norm of the integral operator (Ψ ,ϒ ) 7→ Φ˜∗ in (123) of Theorem 2. Since this norm is hard to compute, we will
consider an upper bound
‖Φ˜∗‖2 :=
√∫
Rn
|Φ˜∗(u)|2du
6
√
|||F |||2−θ + |||G|||2−θ
√
|||Ψ |||2θ + |||ϒ |||2θ , (153)
which uses a weighted Hilbert-Schmidt norm [6] of this operator involving the weighted L2-norms of the influence
functions F and G in (124) and (125):
|||F |||−θ =
√∫
Rn×Rd
|F(u,w)|2e−θ |w|2dudw, (154)
|||G|||−θ =
√∫
Rn×Rd
|G(u,w)|2e−θ |w|2dudw. (155)
Here, with a slight abuse of notation, the weighting is over the second arguments of the functions F and G. Up to
a factor of (2pi)−n/2, the right-hand side of (153) is also an upper bound for the norm ‖f˜∗‖2 = (2pi)−n/2‖Φ˜∗‖2 of
the first-order correction (121) of the invariant QPDF (due to the Plancherel identity applied to f˜∗ as the Fourier
transform of Φ˜∗).
Although the evaluation of the integrals (124) and (125), required for (154) and (155), can be carried out
numerically, we will consider upper bounds which give a qualitative insight into the influence functions F and G.
To this end (similarly to [68, Theorem 6]), let λ and Γ be a positive scalar and a real positive definite symmetric
matrix of order n satisfying the algebraic Lyapunov inequality
AΓ +ΓAT+2λΓ 4 0. (156)
Such pairs (λ ,Γ ) exist since the matrix A is Hurwitz. Moreover, (156) has a positive definite solution Γ for any
λ < −max16k6n Reλk, where λ1, . . . ,λn are the eigenvalues of A. In a generic case when A is diagonalizable, a
particular choice of such a matrix Γ can be carried out by using the eigenbasis of A.
Lemma 3 Suppose the unperturbed OQHO has a controllable matrix pair (A,B) in (56) and (57), with A Hur-
witz, and its Hamiltonian and coupling operators are subject to the Weyl variations (82)–(85). Then the influence
functions F and G in (124) and (125) admit the upper bounds
|F(u,w)| 6 2τ
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 −1
)
, (157)
|G(u,w)| 6 2
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
(
τ
(‖DΓ−1/2‖‖u‖Γ + |DSTw|)+2‖MΘΓ−1/2‖‖PSTw‖Γ−1
)(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 −1
)
(158)
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for all u ∈ Rn and w ∈ Rd . Here, (λ ,Γ ) is any pair of a positive scalar λ and a real positive definite symmetric
matrix Γ of order n satisfying (156), and
τ :=
√
r
(
SΘΓ−1ΘST(SPΓ−1PST)−1
)
, (159)
where r(·) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix. 
Proof. For any pair (λ ,Γ ), satisfying (156), application of the Gronwall-Bellman lemma argument in the form of
the differential matrix inequality
(
e2λ tetAΓ etAT
)
= e2λ tetA(AΓ +ΓAT+2λΓ )etAT 4 0 leads to etAΓ etAT 4 e−2λ tΓ
for all t > 0, which is equivalent to the contraction
‖Γ−1/2etA
√
Γ ‖6 e−λ t , t > 0, (160)
in terms of the matrix operator norm. By combining (124) with submultiplicativity of the operator norm and using
(160), it follows that
|F(u,w)| 6 2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ +∞
0
|sin(uTetAΘSTw)|e−uTetAPSTwdt
6 2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ +∞
0
|uT
√
ΓΓ−1/2etA
√
ΓΓ−1/2ΘSTw|e|uT
√
ΓΓ−1/2etA
√
ΓΓ−1/2PSTw|dt
6 2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)‖u‖Γ ‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1
∫ +∞
0
‖Γ−1/2etA
√
Γ ‖e‖u‖Γ ‖Γ−1/2etA
√
Γ ‖‖PSTw‖Γ−1 dt
6 2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)‖u‖Γ ‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1
∫ +∞
0
e−λ te‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 e−λ t dt
=
2
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1
∫ ‖u‖Γ
0
e‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 zdz
=
2
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P) ‖ΘS
Tw‖Γ−1
‖PSTw‖Γ−1
(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 −1
)
6 2τ
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 −1
)
, (161)
for all u ∈ Rn and w ∈ Rd , thus establishing (157), where the quantity
τ := max
w∈Rd\{0}
‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1
‖PSTw‖Γ−1
= max
w∈Rd\{0}
‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1∣∣√SPΓ−1PSTw∣∣
is given by (159). Here, the positive definiteness of the matrix SPΓ−1PST is ensured by S being of full row rank and
by P 0 (due to controllability of the pair (A,B)) together with Γ  0. Note that the double exponential function
in the second last integral of (161) comes from (160) and is circumvented by changing the integration variable. By
a similar reasoning, a combination of (125) with (160) leads to the upper bound
|G(u,w)| 6 2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ +∞
0
(|sin(uTetAΘSTw)||D(etATu+STw)|+ |K(etATu,STw)MΘetAT u|)e−uTetAPSTwdt
6 2e− 12 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)‖u‖Γ
∫ +∞
0
(‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1(‖DΓ−1/2‖‖u‖Γ e−λ t + |DSTw|)+2‖MΘΓ−1/2‖)
×e−λ te‖u‖Γ ‖PSTw‖Γ−1 e−λ t dt
=
2
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
∫ ‖u‖Γ
0
(‖ΘSTw‖Γ−1(‖DΓ−1/2‖z+ |DSTw|)+2‖MΘΓ−1/2‖)e‖PSTw‖Γ−1 zdz
6 2
λ
e−
1
2 (‖u‖2P+‖STw‖2P)
(
τ
(‖DΓ−1/2‖‖u‖Γ + |DSTw|)+2‖MΘΓ−1/2‖‖PSTw‖Γ−1
)(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 −1
)
, (162)
which proves (158). In (162), we have used the property ‖J‖= 1 of the matrix J from (4), whereby the function K
in (35) satisfies ‖K(u,v)‖6 2 for all u,v ∈ Rn. 
Since the upper bounds in (157) and (158) involve the quadratic-exponential factors which are proportional to
Gaussian PDFs, they lead to upper bounds for the weighted L2-norms of the influence functions F and G in (154)
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and (155) which can be evaluated numerically by Monte-Carlo methods. More precisely, a combination of (154)
with (157) leads to
|||F |||2−θ 6
(2τ
λ
)2 ∫
Rn×Rd
e
−‖u‖2P−‖w‖2θ Id+SPST
(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tw‖Γ−1 −1
)2
dudw
=
(2τ
λ
)2 pi(n+d)/2√
detPdet(θ Id +SPST)
E
((
e‖ν‖Γ ‖PS
Tω‖Γ−1 −1)2). (163)
Here, the expectation is over independent zero-mean Gaussian random vectors ν and ω with values in Rn and Rd
and covariance matrices 12 P
−1 and 12 (θ Id +SPS
T)−1, respectively (so that ω has the PDF f given by (152)). By a
similar reasoning, (155) and (158) imply that
|||G|||2−θ 6
( 2
λ
)2 pi(n+d)/2√
detPdet(θ Id +SPST)
×E
(((
τ
(‖DΓ−1/2‖‖ν‖Γ + |DSTω|)+2‖MΘΓ−1/2‖‖PSTω‖Γ−1
)(
e‖u‖Γ ‖PS
Tω‖Γ−1 −1
))2)
. (164)
Therefore, the right-hand sides of (163) and (164) can be estimated via the Monte-Carlo method by sampling from
the classical Gaussian distributions.
8. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF INVARIANT STATE PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
As an illustration of the above results, we will now provide two numerical examples of infinitesimal perturbation
analysis of invariant quantum states under the Weyl variations of the energy operators. First, consider a one-mode
OQHO with n= 2 system variables consisting of the position q and momentum p operators (see Example 1) driven
by m= 2 external fields. The energy and coupling matrices R and M of the OQHO in (48) and (49) were randomly
generated so as to make the matrix A in (56) Hurwitz:
R =
[
1.5803 0
0 0.7490
]
, M =
[−0.1765 −1.3320
0.7914 −2.3299
]
(165)
(the stiffness and mass parameters in (53) are K= 1.5803 and M= 1.3351). The resulting state-space matrices in
(56)–(58) are
A =
[−1.4654 0.7490
−1.5803 −1.4654
]
, B =
[−1.3320 −2.3299
0.1765 −0.7914
]
, C =
[
1.5828 −4.6598
0.3530 2.6640
]
(the eigenvalues of A are −1.4654± 1.0880i). The real part of the quantum covariance matrix of the invariant
Gaussian state of the OQHO is
P =
[
2.2207 −0.4635
−0.4635 0.7241
]
.
Following Example 4 (with the coupling operators and the kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian remaining un-
perturbed), consider the QCF correction in response to a perturbation of the nominal quadratic potential 12Kq
2 in
the form of a Gaussian-shaped well potential φ in (101) with parameters
α =−146.0546, γ = 3.1641, Λ = 0.1589. (166)
The stiffness of this well (at its centre γ) is −αΛ−1 = 919.0101. The perturbed potential 12Kq2 + εφ(q) (with
ε = 0.03) is shown in Fig. 2. The real and imaginary parts of the corresponding QCF correction Φ˜∗, evaluated by
numerical integration of (132) using (133)–(135) with Ξ = 2.3797, are depicted in Fig. 3. The QPDF correction
f˜∗, obtained by the Fourier transform of Φ˜∗ in (121), is shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding marginal QPDF
correction
∫ +∞
−∞ f˜∗(x1,x2)dx2 for the position variable of the perturbed OQHO is depicted in Fig. 5. Although the
perturbed marginal QPDF of the position variable is no longer Gaussian, it remains nonnegative everywhere on
the real line (as does the classical probability distribution of any self-adjoint operator). The correction in Fig. 5
increases the value of the perturbed QPDF in the vicinity of the secondary potential well in Fig. 2 at x1 ≈ 3 by
“taking” some probability from negative values of the position coordinate x1 (in order to satisfy the normalization
constraint similar to (122)). Also, this correction contributes a positive shift
∫ +∞
−∞ x1f˜∗(x1,x2)dx1dx2 = 1.3677 to
the mean value of the position from 0 towards the well.
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Fig. 2. The perturbed potential 12Kq
2+εαe−
1
2 (q−γ)2/Λ (solid-line curve), consisting of the nominal quadratic part (dashed-line parabola) with
parameters from (165) and a Gaussian-shaped well potential with parameters (166) and ε = 0.03.
Fig. 3. The real and imaginary parts of the first-order QCF correction Φ˜∗ in (132) for the perturbed one-mode oscillator.
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Fig. 4. The first-order QPDF correction f˜∗ in (121) (as a function of the position x1 and momentum x2 coordinates) for the perturbed one-mode
oscillator.
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Fig. 5. The first-order correction
∫+∞
−∞ f˜∗(x1,x2)dx2 to the marginal QPDF of the position variable of the perturbed one-mode oscillator.
As another example, consider a two-mode OQHO with n = 4 system variables consisting of the conjugate
positions q1,q2 and momenta p1, p2 driven by m = 4 fields. The energy and coupling matrices of the OQHO (also
randomly generated so as to make the matrix A in (56) Hurwitz) are:
R =
 2.5542 −2.3651 0 0−2.3651 2.6995 0 0
0 0 0.9306 −1.4504
0 0 −1.4504 7.4900
, M =
 0.3021 1.1784 0.0313 −1.46470.0131 −0.2981 1.5002 0.5361−0.0110 −0.0418 −1.1125 1.5380
−0.7233 −1.0734 0.7212 0.1241
. (167)
The spectrum of the resulting matrix
A =
−0.7588 −0.0857 0.9306 −3.2322−0.8379 −2.2896 0.3314 7.4900−2.5542 2.5944 −0.7588 −0.8379
2.1358 −2.6995 −0.0857 −2.2896

is {−1.7804±5.1767i,−1.2680±0.8111i}. Now, let the potential energy part of the system Hamiltonian be sub-
ject to the Weyl variations whose strength functionsΨ satisfy (148). With the matrix S given by (94) with d = 2,
the norm |||∂Ψ µ˜|||−θ in (151), which quantifies the sensitivity of the perturbed invariant mean vector, is shown in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The sensitivity of the mean vector of the system variables for the perturbed invariant state with respect to the Weyl variations in the
potential energy in terms of the norm |||∂Ψ µ˜|||−θ in (151) for the two-mode OQHO with parameters (167).
9. Conclusion
For a class of open quantum harmonic oscillators, whose linear-quadratic coupling and Hamiltonian operators are
subject to the Weyl variations leading to nonlinearities in the governing QSDE and non-Gaussian state dynamics,
we have obtained the first-order correction terms for the QCF and QPDF of the invariant state. We have also
discussed the norms of the linear operators which relate these corrections to the Weyl variations. These infinitesimal
perturbation analysis results can find applications to the Gaussian state generation and approximate invariant state
computation taking into account inaccuracies and uncertainties in the implementation of such systems. Another
possible direction of the research, reported in this paper, is an extension of these ideas to more general states of the
external fields (such as nonvacuum Gaussian states [40]).
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